
Wize N’ Up 2016 Volunteer Area Descriptions 
 

Preschool Wize ‘N Up (Mini Wize N Up): This volunteer role is responsible for caring 

for the volunteer’s children of preschool age. The programming is similar to Wize ‘N Up 
without the mess. This program enables parents to volunteer without having to find 
outside childcare.  We offer this program for the children of volunteers only.  
 
Nursery: This volunteer role would be in charge of watching the children (birth through 

2) during the event so that the parents are able to volunteer while not having to find 
outside childcare. We offer this program for the children of volunteers only.    
 
Coach: Each team of children will have 4-5 coaches per team. Coaches will be 
responsible for getting the children together, energizing them, helping them participate 
in the various aspect of the evening, including messy games outside. Coach will likely 
be getting messy along with the children. 
 
Small Group Leader: A small group leader is someone who has a heart for building 
relationships with kids and working alongside Wize ‘N Up coaches.  Small group leaders 
will lead discussions each night after the teaching time and get to know the kids before 
and after the messy games.  A small group leader must be a Christ Follower.   
 
First Responder Team: These people would be responsible for handling any medical 
emergencies and minor cuts/abrasions. We would prefer you are CPR certified. 
 
Outdoor Programming: This volunteer role will be responsible for setting up and 
tearing down the outdoor games. They will also lead the games. 
 
Registration:  This volunteer role will assist with distribution of t-shirts, helping with 
food drive and nightly sign-ups for bringing friends and canned goods and on-site 
registration for walk-in children.  
 
Runner: This volunteer role will walk children to the bathroom and back to their team. 
We need females and males for this role. Volunteers do not enter bathroom with 
children, only walk to door and back to team. 
 
Below are the volunteer areas that do not conflict with the serving areas above.  
Baked Goods:   These volunteers would bring dessert for the volunteer meals. We 
serve over 175 volunteers each night.  
 
Advertising Distribution: This role is responsible for assisting with the distribution of 
posters and postcards to various places throughout the community prior to the event. 
Note: This role would not be responsible for developing materials. 


